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Abstract. Among three drivers, consumption plays a more and more important role in pulling increase of national economy. From the perspective of proportion of products in the consumer market, brand culture is also highlighted day by day. At present, online consumption is a new path, and it has great development potential in the future. At the same time, continuous variation in media environment also makes operators begin to realize the fact that traditional brand communication mode already cannot adapt to constantly changing network environment. Under the current new network environment, therefore, new approach of brand culture communication is of great importance. On this basis, this paper mainly discusses communication of brand culture communication under new media age.

Introduction

With the coming of consumption age, brand becomes an important factor of enterprise competition. Variation in media environment urges brand operators to face constantly changing communication environment and consumers. While old brand communication patterns under great challenges, it is of great importance for how to explore for a brand culture communication pattern conforms to era characteristics under new digital age. Now, enterprise development attaches more importance to market grasp. For enterprise development, the person who possesses the market will possess the future. In the current enterprise development, however, brand culture has undoubtedly become the core of an enterprise. It is the foundation for long-term development of the enterprise. Therefore, to lay emphasis on brand culture communication is of great significance for enterprise survival and development. With the coming of new media age, brand culture presents new characteristics. At the same time, brand communication is also faced with new challenges. Therefore, it is necessary for the enterprises to seek for more effective brand culture communication paths and thus realize enterprise brand strategies.

Summary of Brand Culture under New Media Age

Definition of brand culture

Brand culture is collection of all culture in a company. These factors include advertisement, product, enterprise, consumer, competitor and others alike. To obtain long-term development in the current market, an enterprise must have its own core enterprise culture. Besides, it is also necessary for the enterprise to continuously research its brand culture and find out integrating points between the culture in this brand and the current market, so as to really step into the heart of consumers and achieve the purpose of enterprise marketing.

Characteristics of brand culture under new media age

Give play to the guiding role of the market

The current consumer market belongs to a consumer market under new media age. Therefore, enterprises should make decisions by combining the market orientation under new media age while building product brands. Product brand building is a thing completely different from product manufacturing. Product is only simple production; while brand building requires a series of procedures. Enterprises may make enterprise brand culture prior to or in the course of product
production. However, brand culture at this time is not simply a kind of cultural frame. However, specific brand culture contents need to be determined according to actual conditions. In the process of brand determination, it should be made clear that brand culture is completely different from statement of brand name. Brand culture is a kind of expression of product internal culture; while the name of product brand culture is only used to identify this product. From the perspective of brand value, brand value is from consumers’ affirmation at most cases, especially in the consumer market under new media age. Recognition of online consumers for brand is just the meaning of true brand value. For the present new media age, network market is the foundation for enterprise survival and development. Enterprise brand is only one of network needs of new media age. Brand exists due to the need of market. Radically, product brand is connotation given by the market. It may become brand culture only after being accepted by market value.

Give play to the action of cultural representation

Radically, product brand is a kind of cultural representation pattern. Brand marketing is an external carrier of cultural communication. Each enterprise has its own brand. More importantly, each enterprise needs to add brand elements to this brand, giving more cultural characteristics to it. However, such elements include product color, identification, packaging, brand name, ad, logo and others. Enterprises use these elements to construct their brand cultures, and transfer product information to consumers. The greatest function of these elements is to enable consumers to quickly position product brands in numerous similar products through these product elements, so as to guide the consumers to buy these products, especially under promotion of the new pattern – online shopping in new media age. Shopping is completed by virtue of network virtualization. Under the circumstance of catching no sight of real objects by consumers, it is of particular importance for product elements. Consumers can only position product brands through these elements, so as to drive network consumption. A famous American economist used to describe brand culture as follows: “actually, it is made cultural”. This sentence points out that the formation process of a brand is just the formation process of a kind of enterprise culture. Moreover, both items finally are united in enterprise products. In the real market, it needs diversity to create conditions for diversified brand cultures.

Give play to the action of public communication

It is necessary for enterprise marketing to create new patterns under new media age, so as to give solutions to enterprise marketing. In the process of brand communication, enterprises achieve the function of promotion. Wider communication will have higher influence on consumers. Such public communication feature of brand allows brand culture to be communicated in a better way, especially under the current new media age. It will have better communication effects by virtue of network characteristics.

Challenges Facing Brand Communication under New Media Age

Influence of multimedia information development on advertising communication

In the contemporary era, China is in rapid developmental stage of information. In particular, development of communication technology also results in radical reform to modern transmission mode. Firstly, media are diversified. On the basis of traditional media, some new media appear one after another. Some new media radically changed information communication modes, including satellite communication and internet technology. At the same time, these new technologies also quickened information spreading speed. The feature of globalization becomes more obvious. Secondly, it resulted in information inundation phenomenon and information explosion phenomenon. The mankind has already stepped into information society. Countless kinds of information make people unable to distinguish right from wrong. More seriously, such information also makes people unable to accept. Under such information environment, promotion efficiency of advertising trends to decrease. While selecting new media, advertisers also don’t know how to make a choice. In single medium age, information advertised for more than three times would influence consumers. Nowadays, however, information even advertised for one hundred times may still have no influence
on consumers. While advertising propagation speed keeps quickly decreasing, the frequency of enterprise product promotion trends to increase, resulting in great increase in enterprise marketing costs.

**Reduced transmission efficiency of mass media**

To some extent, traditional media will be impacted by modern media. Its transmission efficiency will be gradually reduced. Press and television have already lost previous effects. Consumers will be influenced by media. To guarantee effectiveness and authenticity of advertising, enterprises can directly face target groups, and effectively become advertise transmission tools according to rapid development of media, for instance, elevator advertising, public traffic system advertising, and building advertising. The places that people have contact with can become effective carriers of advertising. We can put it in this way: mass decentralization media further become the first choice of enterprise media by virtue of low cost and definite audiences. Moreover, rapid development of mass decentralization media also has great influence on traditional media and modern media. At the same time, mass decentralization media can attract more audiences.

**Reduced brand loyalty**

With rapid development of China’s economy, people also quicken their life steps accordingly. Fast pace of life has great influence on people’s life style and value judgment. New information continuously came forth. While continuously accepting information, people also learnt how to distinguish information. However, fast pace of life led people to have no enough time and energy to deal with various kinds of information. People will only choose information in a small scope or information that they think useful. Actually, they only know how to use such information in a simple way. While making procurement decisions, their correct consciousness will tell them to choose useful products. For pattern of manifestation of such quick culture, people are not crazy about a certain brand. On the contrary, they need to continuously exchange brand information and explore for various challenges of new things and objects. This kind of information communication and reception requires the manufacturers to keep consistent orientation after product service and during information communication.

**Brand Culture Communication Routes under New Media Age**

**Complete rules and regulations**

Under new media age, rules and regulations are used as various codes of employee conduct, stimulation and restriction clauses and service product quality. Such rules and regulations further indicate, in a written form, what employee conducts are led by socialist core values and what sense of value is unconformable to moral quality. Just because of various rules and regulations, core value of brand can be converted from the consciousness level to the behavior level. Instead of talk in generalities, it includes a series of words that can be said and operated. We all know that brand value of McDonald’s is “value, cleanness, service and quality”, namely high food quality and considerate service. Moreover, it means to formulate McDonald’s business training manual, management development training manual, quality guidance manual and other manuals, so as to further standardize and guide work conducts of its employees. These rules and regulations will make standards and detailed work flows for McDonald’s food processing and shop cleanness. For instance, it is definitely stated in its quality guidance manual: in the process of hamburger frying, the cook should turn over along the hamburger, and cannot throw hamburger like bricks. Moreover, fried chips that don’t be sold out after 7 minutes of frying should be abandoned.

**Emphasize presentation of brand core value in advertising**

Under influence of new media environment, promotion mode of product information is different from that of advertise brand culture. In advertising and promotion process of brand culture, the
advertising contents contact more with commitment of brand products on consumer benefits, such as sense of status, sense of safety and sense of fashion. Advertising contents refer to products emotionally accepted by target consumers. The ultimate objective is to generate resonance among consumer groups for the core value system. To present its core value, we can use a simple slogan. On television or newspaper, we often see slogans exclusively belonging to some brands, for instance, people-oriented science and technology of Nokia. At the same time, it can also effectively combine words with pictures. Many enterprises created slogan belonging to this brand while forging a brand. The slogan should give expression to features of this product, making people to have impulsion to buy this brand while seeing this advertising.

Enhance combination in various strategic stages of news propaganda and brand culture

We cannot acquire background information of some products simply from sponsor activities or advertising, such as research and development technology, human resource and cultural background. In the process of news propaganda, we can properly make up these deficiencies, making brand image to be not that thin. Sensational effect of news will make people willing to actively acquire the contents of news, having better effects than advertising from various aspects. However, we should emphasize combination of various core targets in brand culture strategy in the process of news propaganda due to timeliness of news, so as to achieve the ultimate objective. In the process of its brand culture promotion, Haier made the most of news propaganda to obtain relatively substantial economic benefits.

Emphasize processing of information feedback in the process of brand culture communication

Brand culture communication is not simple cultural transmission. Brand culture is a kind of cultural phenomenon. At the same time, it also has various features of “cultural stream”. In other words, it is impossible for brand culture enterprises or brand culture to rest on one level for ever. On the contrary, they will change with time accordingly. With continuous communication and development of brand culture, consumers’ cultural value will be further feedback to enterprises, and provide new cultural features and new cultural patterns to the enterprises. In the process of enterprise development, the enterprises should capture such information, and make further adjustment to such feedback information used as fundamental brand culture. Any conversion of consumers’ cultural values or blind adjustment to brand culture may have huge influence on enterprise business activities, or even lead to bankruptcy.

Conclusion

Nowadays, there are numerous technical means for media communication under new media age. Traditional thought of brand culture communication cannot meet needs of enterprise development. Good brand culture communication routes can allow the enterprises to set up brand images in a quicker way. However, exploration for such communication routes requires the enterprises to have a complete understanding of features of brand culture and dilemma of brand culture communication under new media age. Therefore, the enterprises must innovate and develop brand culture communication routes, so as to occupy a certain plate or even stand out in increasingly fierce market competition.
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